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‘

‘

WE CREATE NEW GENERATION OFFICES

Bürotime designs office furniture for a comfortable
work environment. Since our foundation we are focused
on how to do better and in order to achieve this target,
we have invested in quality by implementing correct
strategies.
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The catalogue in your hand, mainly contains products
that are designed according to the changing needs of the
new generation office workers. The new users are more
unique and independent compared to the older ones. As
a reflection of this mindset the new generation office
spaces are evolving into living spaces.
This forces us to design more functional and certainly
more comfortable products. The R&D stage of the
new products created by our design team or other
esteemed designers are carried out in no other place
than Bürotime. Our R&D process put humans first to our
designs along with functionality and aesthetics.
Bürotime meets the expectations of the new generation
office workers in the process of creating the offices
of the future. As the leading manufacturer of office
furniture in Turkey, we closely follow design and
consumer trends around the world. To fulfill the
expectations of the title of ‘Leader’ we work non-stop to
create the offices of the future furnished with products
that bring efficiency to work.

HÜSEYİN TOSUNOĞLU
Chairman
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SPECIAL SERIES FOR EXECUTIVES

8

Theo, Armada, Maki, Bend
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SPECIAL
SERIES FOR
EXECUTIVES

T
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THEO

Theo has an eclectic quality
and designed to be paired with
any style of office furniture.
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ECE YALIM
Industrial Designer

OĞUZ YALIM

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

PRODUCTS THAT
PUT USERS FIRST
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The offices of the executives are defined by meticulous order
and reflection of their owners with sophisticated style. De
Stijl art movement inspired Theo. This design embraces the
essential geometric forms and simple lines, and utilizes
the concept of ‘harmony and order’. We materialized the
intellectual profundity in the perfect lucidity of the clear
forms and created a utopia of harmony.
We wanted Theo to fit easily with other furniture in the office.
Therefore we simplified its form and eased its dominant
conceptual look. We created a muted impression by bringing
together a series of boxes. These boxes are completed with
elegant, narrow sectioned metal legs. With its modest look
Theo put emphasis on its user.
Theo meets the expectations of its visionary users and
reflects the gravity of the executive title. The privilege of the
high end users: ‘a desire to display their valuable collections‘
became a guiding element in designing Theo. The Theo
series with its movable glass dividers gives the opportunity
to display valuable objects and awards. Theo is a carefully
studied, high-level product materialized in the conceptual
world executive desk, the meeting table and the storage units
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The additional units of the
executive desk, such as the
cabinets, drawers, and glass
displays can be altered, increased
or decreased in number. The
functional members of the Theo
family reflect your style in the
office with laconic designs without
being overwhelming.
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Exceptional Storage Units
Theo designed to appeal to the taste of a collector by offering
optional trays, side drawers and glass displays to place over
cabinets. Equipped with card lock system, these units are areas of
self-expression for the user. The surface of the drawers can be made
of glass, panel, wood, lacquered wood, leather or marble plates.
When glass is chosen it functions to display, with panel selection
drawers are transformed into multi-purpose storage areas.
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A
ARMADA
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MURAT ERCİYAS

‘

‘

Industrial designer

A SERIES THAT FOCUSES ON THE
INFRASTRUCTURE OF SUCCESS
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Success at work is formed by many elements.
‘Power’ is at the top of these elements.
Perception of the power is best expressed
through a good story, where the office of the
executive is the stage where story takes its
place. The name Armada aims to convey the
power it symbolizes. Executives must be well
equipped and have everything they need at
their disposal. Meeting and storage units in
the product family are shaped to solve these
needs instantly. With thoroughly thought
furnishing Armada presents prestigious and
functional series.
Armada is different and better with its mini
front drawers, movable desk pads and
shelving units with locks; with the equipment
routine finely settled executives can focus
on success only. Armada forms the vision
of power, prestige, confidence and success,
flawlessly expressed in its shape and
structure.
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A True VIP
Armada does not sacrifice its functionality. It goes further with
variety of additional units, each one inspired by practical comfort,
to facilitate the definition of the ultimate office furniture you carry
in mind.

Glass

Wood
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Private drawer that is opened by security card.
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Leather

The Armada meeting table with
its smart details and strong look
presents elegance in harmony
with the VIP desk. It reflects your
image in the business world.
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M
MAKİ
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Maki offers true
ergonomics for
the executives.
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Design:

FARM - DESIGN

‘

‘

FOR EXTRAORDINARY
EXECUTIVES
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It is a common, yet erroneous notion to reduce
the definition of the office furniture to simple
items helping our daily work in the office
environment.
The impulse to escape the ordinary, depart
from drift of common items interaction is the
motivation that drives this design.
Maki interprets form and function at its most
iconic and contemporary senses. Angular legs
challenge the realities of statics and at the
same time with their unique silhouettes offer an
artistic approach to office furniture.
Both stories are written for executives who
aim to reflect the power and continuity in the
business world. With its inspiring simplicity and
fine details Maki casts a lasting impression in
modern office.
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Everything You Need is Under Your
Hand in the Most Elegant Way
M a k i ’s i m p o s i n g s i z e re s e m b le s t h e g re a t
historical monuments in foreign cities. This
posture will create an atmosphere underlining
y o u r m o s t i m p re s s i v e t r a i t s . Fu n c t i o n a l
characteristics of the desk provide an efficient
work environment to satisfy your every need.

B
BEND

39

A strong bridge between
your productive thoughts
and creative solutions…
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Bend designed for modern, high
level executives. It symbolizes
prestige and elitism. Dominant
colors and prominent lines create
peaceful and pure atmosphere in
the office, reflecting the power of
its owner.

Design:

FARM - DESIGN

‘

‘

A DESK FOR
SOLUTION-FOCUSED EXECUTIVES
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The environment that surrounds us affects our
behavior. From this perspective offıce furniture gains
particular importance, as it both shapes the work
environment and directly interacts with user.
Bend was designed by considering the effects and
impressions office furniture leaves on us. Bend is a
product series that responds to a variety of needs.
Series presented with rich product range including
table combined with side shelving, side shelving
unit, storage unit and meeting table. Surplus units
designed to accomplish the diverse setting scenarios
and enable executives to build individual environment.
Bend helps executives to be ‘solution oriented’.
Powerful hardware, multi-dimensional structure
and simple design of Bend products support the
trustworthy and determined attitude of the executives
in the business world. The modern look and high
quality materials brands Bend as an elegant selection
for the VIP executive offices.
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Your World, Your Order
The cabinets, side tables, meeting tables,
and various table top accessories allow you
to create your own order. Bend side shelving
units come in two different sizes and can be
either fixed to the table or used independently.
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EXECUTIVE SERIES

Note, Grid, Era, Cross,
Stripe, Puzzle
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EXECUTIVE
SERIES

N
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NOTE

The values that the
managers want to see in
their work areas with clean
details and simple design
during their interaction
with employees and
their surroundings are
symbolized by the Note
Table.
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UTKAN KIZILTUĞ
Industrial Designer

ARİF AKILLILAR

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

CLEAR DETAILS AND
SIMPLE DESIGN

Besides providing flexible and functional working areas to
the managers, different kind of needs and requirements of
expressing themselves should be met by unique solutions.
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Productive and decisive manager’s strong ideas against the
changing dynamics of office are reflected in the Note Table
design.
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Unique Solutions for Different Needs
The striking design of the aluminum legs show
up at the point where it merges with the work
surface.
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G
GRID

55

Grid adapts to today’s
trends with its simple and
modern line and offers
solutions for different office
environments with color
alternatives,
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ERDEM KESKİN

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

SIMPLE DESIGN,
PRESTIGIOUS POSITION

Grid is designed for middle and senior executive offices;
a collection that reflects the architectural integrity of the
period.
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Contrary to its slender and simple lines, it carries the
power and prestige it has. The large work surface, the
electrification solutions on both sides and the functionality
provided by the storage areas, fulfill all expectations of the
user.
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With Different Color Alternatives,
Different Perception of Place!
Grid, which blends with today’s trends with its
simple and modern line; shelves, cabinets and
caisson units, it offers a wide range of use and
elegant storage solutions in the executive rooms.
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E
ERA

63

Era, refletcs the past times
warmth to workplace
and also presents
today’s technology with
personilazed solution
to the users.
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Design:

BÜROTIME DESIGN TEAM

‘

‘

ERA IS A GATEWAY
BETWEEN TWO ERAS
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Offering user-specific solutions in order to be able to use
high technology devices which are indispensable in today’s
working environments, Era aims to re-live the sincerity and
warmth of the past in every working environment with each
member of the product family.
The meeting of the natural wood used in the legs with the
details of the metal-formed combinations describes the
existence of both periods in harmony with each other while
presents these two periods before and after the technology
in a humble manner.
Every unit in the Era product family is designed to appeal
to the needs and pleasures of a person with a particular
variability.
With the increasing awareness level of renewable energy
resources, natural materials usage has become inevitable
especially for the products such as furniture which has an
intensive human touch.
Era product family has a rich selection which perfectly
satisfy all requirements of employees while appealing to
every tastes and enables its user to be unified with his
office environment.
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Customizable
Prestigious Places
Era executive desk emphasizes the prestigious
position of senior executives modestly while
offering the opportunity to create customizable
workspaces for the user by its modular parts.

With its cable channel solution, Era offers a compact working environment by concealing technological details.
70

C
CROSS

71

Cross has a plain and
geometric design. It is
a timeless product with
never aging style.
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SÜHA SÜZEN

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

PLAIN AND GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE
AND LONG - TERM USE
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New approach in design enables us to make innovative
products as well as reaching out to new audiences. We
wanted Cross to be a simple, yet a different product. The basic
geometry of its design makes it a timeless product that suits
every space easily.
Designing office furniture is a little bit different than designing
other products. You need to know your target users very well
and think as one of them, so that the best and most practical
solutions can be found.
Office furniture should become part of you, your decisionmaking processes, and a witness of your great steps and
breakthroughs. Therefore objects should be indispensable
and not to be changed frequently. We designed Cross by
considering all these factors, so it is a timeless design to be
used many years.
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For a Calm Environment
Cross, together with right choices of color, enables
you to have an uncluttered office. The Cross
executive desk becomes the most comfortable
place in the office for those of you who prefer to
work in calm and quiet environments.
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S
STRIPE

77

Executives who want to
create a harmonious work
area prefer Stripe for
carefully worked out details
and prestigious look.
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STRIPE ARC

MURAT ERCİYAS

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

STRIPE, ELEGANT BUT DOMINANT
EXECUTIVE DESK
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Every detail in Stripe’s design highlights the privileged
status of executive. The concord of executive desk,
operational tables and conference table perfectly agrees in
the same office. Executives who want to craft the perfect fit
would choose Stripe for their work space.
I designed this furniture to be elegant and dominant. The
legs of Stripe, thin and elegant, reveal the strength of the
design, whilst extra surfaces and add-ons have clear cut
lines. Expression of balance is captured with slight widening
of the legs before they touch the ground and the surface of
the desk.
The sense of prestige is present in every detail of the
executive desk. Neat cabling solutions, practical and
functional supplement units and availability in wide range
of colors and materials, without a doubt, are qualities
preferred by executives.
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Stripe table comes with rich
selection of materials and colors
enabling executives to discover the
best combination. Glass option is
available in two different colors,
melamine in twelve and compact
laminate is offered in three colors.
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P
PUZZLE

85

Puzzle with minimal and lean lines;
color alternatives and storage units to
redesign all of the needs of the next
generation of managers.
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Design:

BÜROTIME DESIGN TEAM

‘

‘

IT’S SIMPLE LINE BRINGS A CALM
ATMOSPHERE TO EXECUTIVE ROOMS

Puzzle is designed to meet today’s trends to meet the needs
of managers who value functionality and concentration.
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O P E R AT I O N A L S E R I E S

Set, Era, Stripe, Puzzle
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OPERATIONAL
SERIES

S
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SET

Set creates ergo – dynamic
workspaces for users with its
complementary products which
designed with a viewpoint
sensitive to the problem of
inactivity in the office life.
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UTKAN KIZILTUĞ
Industrial Designer

‘

SET WILL SIGNIFACANTLY
ENHANCE YOUR MOVEMENT
AT THE OFFICE AND HELP
YOU THRIVE AT WORK.

‘
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In today’s modern offices we spend more than 10 hours
a day at our desks and almost never get an exercise.
As the human body is not designed to be sedentary,
these inactive long working hours may cause certain
health conditions leading to obesity, heart disease,
attention disorder and many other ailments.
Set distinguishes itself with its design approach centering
the concept of healthy offices. Elegant design equipped
with high technology allows people stay active in their
daily office life, and its height adjustable telescopic legs
enable people either sit or stand while working or change
positions whenever they want.
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Dynamic and Flexible Workspaces
With this distinctive feature of Set,
Burotime dedicates itself to current
sensibilities of modern offices. Product of
high engineering will not only benefit your
health but also your performance at work.
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SET LITE

Its adjustable telescopic legs enable to fix the minimum and maximum height that you want to work with its hand set touch basic
& digital display with two memory functions.
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E
ERA
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Era, brings to two eras
together with a perfect
fitting and doesn’t
give compromise
from functionality and
elegance.
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Design:

BÜROTIME DESING TEAM

‘

‘

COMMON STORY OF
WOOD AND TECHNOLOGY
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Era blends and presents modestly past time’s
warmth with technology and also helps you
to create pleasant and productive work space
through functionality at the center of design
conception .
Combines warmth feeling which created by
wood and natural finish with carefully edited
technological details, Era designed with cable
channel details for responde to customized
workspaces.
Era’s rich product family gives answers with a
simple attitude to users’ needs while creating a
whole piece of a total.
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Warmth of Natural Wood
Togetherness of natural wood and pastel
tones which is used Era’s design , makes
feel harmony and calm at work places.
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Era, combine technology and wood with a uniq combination and brings solution to different usage scenarios with
functional product family.

S
STRIPE

111

The wide range of Stripe series
brings the freedom of choice and
expression where employees
build unique work space according
to their choices. Stripe is more
than just “a place where the team
works”, it becomes “part of the
team”.
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MURAT ERCİYAS

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

THE ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY OF STRIPE
WINS OVER THE SPACE LIMITATIONS
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Stripe takes place amongst most recent furniture series
of Bürotime; it is an outcome of completely innovative
approach. When I designed the operational series of Stripe,
I imagined an inventive office featuring the clear hierarchy
of executives and introducing the power parity approach to
the team. The Stripe operational series provide permeable,
transparent workspaces for everyone.
Stripe desk series eliminates the struggle of varying
numbers in busy offices bringing many people together. I
designed it to minimize the boundaries, flexible structure of
the series allows changes and it can be built in many sizes.
Wide selection of table tops and various grouping options
allow you to set up freely and independently, bringing the
easy arrangement of contemporary offices to different
places.
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STRIPE ARC
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STRIPE ARC

120

With its height adjustable legs, Stripe provides customized table height and ergonomy to its user.

Meets All Your Needs
Independent From the Area
With combined units Stripe offers work space for
countless people while providing customized office
layout. Thus, both the ones who want to work alone
or in group, attain to the place which satisfies all their
needs despite the restrictive features of the space.

P
PUZZLE
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Puzzle emphasizes ‘the
atmosphere of equality’ in
the office and supports the
team spirit with finely thought
details in its design.
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Design:

BÜROTIME DESIGN TEAM

‘

‘

PUZZLE GIVES YOU THE CHANCE TO
CREATE YOUR PRIVATE SPACE IN HEAVILY
POPULATED OFFICES
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The Bürotime design team pays attention to the
priorities of the business world. Team-work is
becoming more and more important in today’s
companies. Densely populated offices call for creative
and efficient order, we carefully study and follow this
need to deliver requested solutions. Puzzle series is
created as a result of this effort.
Puzzle series designed for single, double or multiple
unit arrangements form plain and substantial
outline with clear-cut table tops resting on metal
legs. Accommodating many people in one office is
challenging with its commotion, Puzzle series apparent
and clean lines bring serenity and help to ease the
atmosphere. Puzzle brings orderly organized design to
meet your needs and preferences.
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Gets Richer With Every Piece
C o m b i n a t i o n s l i ke i t s n a m e i m p l i e s . I t i s
also suitable to create side-by-side or
inter-working layouts, or even to customize
these layouts with partition panels.
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Effective Use Of Space
Puzzle’s dual seating arrangement is a convenient
s o l u t i o n fo r t h o s e w h o a re s e p a ra te f ro m t h e
operational team but need to work near the team. It
can be used in accordance with the architecture of
the office; can also be used for short edge evaluation.

MEETING SERIES

Note, Bistrodern, Stripe, Puzzle, Runner

129

MEETING
SERIES

N
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NOTE

Note is designed to be able to
dominate the prestige alone in
the office while promising clear
workspaces to its user with its simple
design language and a strong stance.
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UTKAN KIZILTUĞ
Industrial Designer

ARİF AKILLILAR

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

WHILE DEMANDING LESS
SPACE IT STANDS OUT WITH
ITS TIMELESS ELEGANCE

134

Timeless designs share a common ground on the perception
of beauty. Contribution they provide to an environment is not
only functional but also distinctive by means of perpetuating
unique identity for generations.
Beyond being considered as just a piece of furniture, Note is a
powerful symbol for those who find prestige to be a necessity
in their workplaces.
An iconic silhouette supported with fine details and modest
design presents a high-end transparent meeting experience in
an elegant way.
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Note provides a productive and tranquil ground for talks on which decisions can be made to illuminate the future, and stays
up to date as a keystone among changing office dynamics.

Clear Spaces Where You Can
Feel The Power
Designed in different sizes and forms for
different purposes, Note offers innovative
solutions that meet the needs of users in the
meeting group with rich color alternatives.
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B
BISTRODERN
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A meeting table can appeal to the
soul of its users and contribute
to their self-esteem, creating
environments where “right
decisions” are taken.
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UTKAN KIZILTUĞ
Industrial Designer

ARİF AKILLILAR
Industrial Designer

‘

‘

BISTRODERN FOCUSES ON THE
EFFECTS OF THE CORRECT FORMS
OVER EMPLOYEES

142

Bistrodern embodies the modern lines of the past and future.
Success in the corporate world comes from the combination of the
many important aspects of the human life. The tangible forms of
these desired aspects turn into real objects in indoor spaces where
we spend most of our time and start to communicate with us. The
subtle state of delight manifests itself when encountered with the
correct objects, correct forms and correct positioning and leads our
lives harmoniously with course of correct actions.
A comfort that sensed both physically and psychologically is very
much related to one’s perception of feeling special and important.
Precise and accurate decisions require confidence. And confidence
requires the freedom of mind to create different and relevant ideas
sculpturing our future.
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Fine Details That Make Difference
Dazzling with its sophisticated details Bistrodern has the
power to make you feel special and important. Here relation
between different forms expressed boldly and clearly.
Contrasting shapes and qualities draw the instant sense
of firm and strong presence. The image of massive and
static posture comes with challenging weight and size;
these details are concealed with great engineering mastery.
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S
STRIPE

147

Stripe, which gives offices a modern
and elegant atmosphere, helps you
make solution-oriented decisions by
bringing your productivity to the top
of the way at meetings.
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MURAT ERCİYAS

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

STRIPE SHAPES ITSELF ACCORDING TO
THE CHANGING NEEDS OF THE USER

150

Just like the other products of the series, Stripe
conference table has many features that make your
work easier. When I designed Stripe, I took into
consideration both changing needs of the user and
variety of space layouts. The meeting unit is adjustable
and can be built in different sizes.
With a hidden cable organizer Stripe can adapt to any
kind of meeting environment. This table is compelling
choice in modern furniture for all your needs, from long
lasting meetings to brainstorms and briefings.
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You Target To Make Your Work Easier When
Choosing a Meeting Table
E a c h m e e t i n g ca n t u r n i n to a n i n te n s e d i s c u ss i o n
environment. When this is taken into consideration, it is
expected that participants will not be interested in any
details outside the meeting agenda. Stripe product family
is designed with this consciousness. It has different
size alternatives to eliminate the quantity of people and
completed with perfect electrification solutions. Stripe family
consists of “problem solving” details in every direction.

P
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PUZZLE

Stripe creates modular and
customizable work areas
with electrification solutions,
different color foot and desk
options.
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Puzzle with its alternative forms
and sizes, allows to create different
meeting areas.
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Design:

BÜROTIME DESIGN TEAM

‘

‘

BRINGS SERENITY TO YOUR
MEETINGS WITH ITS FUNCTIONAL
AND HARMONIOUS DESIGN

158

Puzzle, offers functional solutions to different
meeting habits of modern offices with its renew
design.
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Puzzle which is an indispensable product of meeting areas,
provides uninterrupted communication with its electricity
solutions.
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R
RUNNER

163

Runner features high
mobility, lockable castors
and connecting pieces, it is
a meeting series that can be
easily assembled and fixed.
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ARİF AKILLILAR
Industrial Designer

UTKAN KIZILTUĞ
Industrial Designer

‘

‘

RUNNER GIVES YOU THE POSSIBILITY
OF CREATING ENDLESS NUMBER OF
SITTING ARRANGEMENTS

166

Alliance of powers is crucial in work environments. Today in all
fields of activity and expertise, office teams acting in concord to
build and implement the ideas, finding the strength in unity. It
may take endless number of meetings to reach an agreement.
Different agendas require different seating arrangements,
Runner series designed to foresee these placement scenarios.
That’s why in the beginning of our design process we embraced
the concept of ‘together and apart’. Whether it is a busy office,
conference room or a hotel, these products are relevant
for every location hosting a meeting with high number of
participants. The pieces of this series can work as a single unit
or present a composite when joined together.
Runner tables can be moved around easily and empty spaces
can be created instantly, thanks to foldable design storing them
becomes easy. Their fine structures offer functional solutions
and generate visual tranquility in busy and flexible work
environments. 5 different working surfaces offer adjustability
depending on the size of the room and number of users.
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Runner, gives to ease of use with its
one-hand foldable mechanism.
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Runner family consists of members
who can be either fixed or mobile.
They organize the moments that
come together and emphasize the
inseparable unity of design with
functionality.
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OFFICE CHAIRS

Fold It, Magnate, ON Chair, Grand, Frame, Tone,
Rare, Swan, Assist, Capo, Up, Point, Cozy,
Crab, Revolution, Aline

171

OFFICE
CHAIRS

FOLD IT

ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

MODERN AND
CLASSIC DESIGN

172

Designed with a user-focused approach, Foldit
is shaped in accordance with human ergonomics
and stands out in a fluid form. The body-curved
form that surrounds the body continues on the
arm and back; the upholstery folds towards the
inside and the inside of the arm to maximize
comfort. The simple form, with elegant and
careful details, creates a moving and calm
structure. Combining classical and modern
items, Foldit stands out with its sophisticated
stance.
Designed according to the expectations and
needs of the user, the Foldit Armchair supports
the body while working with its ergonomic
structure and directs the user to the correct
sitting position. The product family allows you to
experience comfort in different work spaces with
alternatives.
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FOLDIT

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
WAITING
Besides its high and short back
alternatives, Foldit has a rich family
with also upholstered arm, metal
arm and sleeveless choices. Mobile
or fixed usage options are provided
with wheel or ping foot alternatives.
Leather upholstery alternatives are
also available.
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M A G N AT E
CÜNEYT ARA
Interior Designer

ERHAN YAMAN
Industrial Designer

MUAMMER EREL

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

MAGNATE DESIGNED TO
MAKE YOU FEEL SPECIAL

178

Magnate designed for top executives, it brings
comfort and dynamism to their demanding business
life and helps to make correct decisions. You can
feel its quality and caliber with every touch and in
every detail, the concept of balance and proportions
awakens the sense of exclusivity.
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M AG N AT E

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
VISITOR
The leather cover and quality metal
legs carry the image of superiority
and give its owner an exceptional
experience with every touch. The
Magnate family with its functionality
and esthetic quality appeals to the
taste of top executives.
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ON CHAIR
EXECUTIVE
On Chair, which looks like a reflection of the German design school,
offers a remarkable visuality and a dynamic living experience.
This seat, which stands out by its ability to stretch both the width
of the field and all directions, allows the user to sit in different
positions without any anatomical complications. With the ability to
stretch and lock in one of three directions provided by Trimension
technology, On Chair manager seat makes office life easier.
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ON CHAIR
O P E R AT I O N A L / M E E T I N G
On Chair operational seat, which keeps the user away from
anatomical problems while sitting in the desired position, thanks
to the Trimension technology, is a product that challenges the busy
work tempo alone. The armrests, which can be changed with one key
height, also have contact surfaces which can be changed in depth
and angle. It is designed to fit six different positions that can be
locked after the backrest is set. Gathering on attention with pleasure
On Chair is the “comfort” point of busy workers in crowded offices.
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GRAND

EXECUTIVE / MEETING
Grand is the solid form
expressing your prestigious
career of executive. Harmonious
combination of black and chrome
creates smart and elegant look.
Mark your presence in the office
with this distinctive executive
chair.
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FRAME

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING
The design of Frame focuses entirely
on the comfort of the user. The back
of the seat, height and the angle of the
armrests are adjustable to support
you in any position. The back frame
of the chair can be upholstered for
additional comfort.
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191

TONE

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING / VISITOR
Tone; redifines comfort with elegant
lines and next generation design
technology in different areas of use.
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193

RARE

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING
Rare is a distinct chair with
recognizable frame design. The
shape changes according to
the physical characteristics of
its user and guides to correct
sitting position. Ergonomic
design features mesh back, soft
seat and adjustable armrests.
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195

SWAN

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING
Swan is an office chair
composed of different parts;
hard frame and soft, inviting
padding. The height of the
chair is adjustable to your
preference, providing the
comfort lasting through the day.
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ASSIST

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING
Comfort becomes the most
important quality for those
who spend long hours at their
desks. Assist supports your
back and its seat is adjustable
which makes it your favorite
chair.
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199

CAPO

EXECUTIVE / MEETING /
VISITOR
Capo chair has indisputable
individuality with characteristic
lines. Its unique style and
alternative colors add refined
and distinct look to the executive
offices and meeting rooms.
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UP

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING / VISITOR
Up product family directs the user
to the ideal sitting position with
comfortable back, adjustable head
restraints and arm rests. This
gives its user maximum comfort
even he sits all day.
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203

COZY

E X E C U T I V E / O P E R AT I O N A L /
MEETING / VISITOR
Cozy emphasizes on
functionality with adjustable
arms, head and back support,
sync mechanism and coat
hanger. It offers comfort and
elegant atmosphere in the
offices with colorful back
alternatives.
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POINT
O P E R AT I O N A L / M E E T I N G /
VISITOR / CONFERENCE
Point product family which is
developed to meet the different
needs and expectations of the
employees in a working day, provides
comfortable sitting experience
w i t h u p h o l ste r y a l te r n a t i ve s .
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CRAB

MEETING / WAITING /
E D U CAT I O N / C O N F E R E N C E

Crab has a multi-functional design
featuring forward-backward moving
arms, attachable writing tablets and
stationary accessories. Models with
castors offer freedom of movement
and fixed-leg models are to provide
positioning with the order. Chairs
can be arranged in straight rows
with connection apparatus. The Crab
family is a perfect choice for trainings,
meetings, seminars and waiting areas.
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REVOLUTION
JEREMIAH FERRARESE
Industrial Designer

PAOLO SCAGNELLATO

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL AND
INNOVATIVE CHAIR

212

Revolution is a multi-functional chair for modern
spaces. It can be supplemented with various parts
and accessories. Chairs are interconnectable and
do not require use of additional tools.
Revolution design combines innovative and
traditional materials. The chairs are stackable
providing easy storage.
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REVOLUTION
MEETING / WAITING /
E D U CAT I O N / C O N F E R E N C E
Revolution accommodates
180 degrees rotating seat,
plastic or aluminum arm
options, detachable writing
table; with this features
it becomes most suitable
chair for any place and
every purpose.
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215

ALINE
MEETING / WAITING
Providing a high level of comfort to the user without the need for any
mechanical details, Aline makes the user comfortable whatever
the dynamics in the waiting areas. These chrome-plated armrests
and modern armrests with minimal armrests provide the user
with less fatigue through the folded down seat and back of the net.
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S O FA S

Boss, Neva, Stay, Diamond, Gilda,
Rast, Hills, Keops, Piet, Dem

219

SOFAS

BOSS
UTKAN KIZILTUĞ
Industrial Designer

DUYGU ASLANEL

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

THE DESIGN OF BOSS REFLECTS A NEW CONCEPT
OF BALANCE AND DETERMINATION

220

Professionals ascending in their careers in the business world
achieve a lot through their determination and skill to keep various
works in balance. Same qualities are also important in their image
too, the motivation behind the design is to reflect these features.
We created unique design within the concept of ‘balance’ where
precisely calculated structure achieved to assemble independent
parts that have very dissimilar standpoints. The horizontal bands
on the body of Boss convey the reflection of stability in the business
world. Bands also work well with sophisticated quality of leather,
together contributing to completion of image of this magnificent
sofa.
Boss is a product of appreciation of beauty and good taste and also
it reflects the balanced and determined character of the executives
who firmly put their feet on the ground.
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Aesthetic Unity of the Differences
We decided not to use buttons on the seating cushion of the armchair to
aesthetically disrupt the tufted classical look of the two-seat sofa. This
reflects the ‘balanced union’ of the dissimilarities in the same team.
These features combined in Boss three-seat sofa create unique charming
image and underline connecting differences, bridge role of the executives.
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NEVA

Industrial Designer

‘

‘

ENDER YOLCU

MINIMAL DESIGN

224

For me good design means minimal design.
There was a single idea behind Neva’s design,
I wanted to make “a sofa”. I aimed to come up
with image that would not wear off its novelty
in time, keeping its charm constant and lasting.
While drawing the first sketches, I always kept
in mind that I was designing ‘a practical sofa’.
These thoughts delivered authentic, plain and
simple lines of Neva.
The result is a piece of furniture indulging
you with its deep, truly satisfying seating and
back supporting cushions. Neva is a product
representing universal norms of design with
exceptional user properties and functionality.
Put it anywhere and everywhere
in the office and it will serve you equally well.
Neva is just a sofa.
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Plain and Simple
Neva series with plain, simple lines and genuine
legs design features single and double seat sofas.
The answer for function, strength and comfort is
in the depth, width and height of this sofa.

STAY
DUYGU ASLANEL
Industrial Designer

UTKAN KIZILTUĞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

STAY: A SOFA FOR DIFFERENT,
INNOVATIVE AND DYNAMIC SPACES

228

Just like the life itself, offices are also changing in time.
The changing cultural structure of the society influence
and change the needs of the offices as well. Nowadays,
cold and ordinary places without character are evolving
into functional, exciting and innovative spaces where
workers can express themselves and their life styles
through interactions with products.
Stay seating series follow the transformations of
contemporary workplaces and bring the stream of novelty
to the executive offices with design that goes beyond the
common appearance. Effectively keeping comfort on the
top of the range, the sportive and dynamic design of the
series becomes an emblem of power and prestige in the
executive offices. Dynamic and lively character of Stay
expressed with soft seating and cushions placed over a
solid wood body. These series offer the shortest way for
executives to stay in tune with latest trends.
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The Most Comfortable Corner in the Office
Inviting soft cushions at the seating and back of this
sofa create an image of warm and comfortable space.
Symmetrical fine legs ascending to armrests complete its
balanced and modern look.
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DIAMOND
ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ
Industrial Designer

Industrial Designer

‘

‘

ARİF AKILLILAR

THE NEW DEFINITION OF COMFORT

232

Concept of “product interaction with user and space”
plays important role in the in the world of modern design.
People spend a lot of time at the office, hence, when it
comes to the office furniture this relationship is even
more pronounced. When we were designing the Diamond
seating series, our main goal was to create a product
that would relate to its users and give them a sense of
ownership. In line with concept we wanted this product to
reflect ‘precise balance and power’, the attributes of the
top ranking position.
Diamond offers comfort expressed in fine, welcoming
shape and sharp lines. This series is an exceptional
reflection of modern executives and ‘must-have’ icon in
office.
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Attractive and Powerful
Diamond instantly creates a very special atmosphere in
the offices with its attractive and powerful look, just like
the precious stone it is named after. Series available in
single double and triple seaters and always leave a good
impression on the distinguished guests of the executives.

GILDA
ECE YALIM
Industrial Designer

OĞUZ YALIM

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

A SOFA FOR TEAM WORK AND
COZY ENVIRONMENTS

236

We were designing Gilda with notion to make a different
product and it led us to the idea to minimize the massive
look of straight lines. We developed the image further
with soft cushions and curved lines. Today’s office
environments are much cozier than before.
Gilda, with its soft seat and back cushions, promises not
only comfort, but also a modern appearance.
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Does not Compromise on
Elegance for Comfort
The modern exterior frame around the cushions, curved
lines and fine legs give this series smart look. Gilda
becomes a comfortable and stylish member of your office.

RAST

ENDER YOLCU

‘

‘

Interior Designer

MODERN APPEAL MEETS THE
CLASSICAL LINES

240

From the first sketches to the prototype, Rast is a timeless
design prepared with meticulous care to details. I blended
classical lines with a modern frame to bring innovative
spirit to the offices.
I wanted to create a product that would offer a top-level
comfort, so I designed a generous seating part with comfy
back support cushions. Rast is a perfect sofa for those
who cannot imagine modern and innovative office without
classic beauty.
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Inviting and Smart
With single, double and triple alternatives, members of
Rast family, whether in teams or on their own, are the
seats that guarantee the comfort of your guests. Rast,
which is a very inviting series in terms of comfort that
both look and feel requires, will change the air of your
offices with different colors and material alternatives.
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HILLS
Design:

PARATONER DESIGN

‘

‘

“LESS IS MORE”

Whether we notice it or not, in time everything
around us changes its shape, becoming more
varied, confusing and unnecessary details create
visual clutter.
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Now we need a pure and simple environment
more than ever. Purely rational spirit of Hills
designed with the minimalist philosophy of
‘‘less is more’’ (Mies Van Der Rohe) changes
our environment and our perception of design.
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Decorate Your Office with
Minimalist Taste
Hills is an elegant sofa with a fine frame.
Seat cushions are curved in the middle
to offer much softer seating surface to
the user. Hills is simply comfortable.
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KEOPS
ARİF AKILLILAR
Industrial Designer

ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

PRESTIGE OF PYRAMIDS
IN YOUR OFFICE

248

Keops Pyramid, one of the Seven Wonders of
the World inspired this series. Architecture of
Pyramid tapering towards the sky became the
main element of our design.
Keops series developed with elegant nuances
and details to stress the uncommon structure
reflecting magnificent glory of Pyramids. Same
details granted user much larger, comfortable
and relaxing space.
Sharp lines of this sofa and repetition of buttons
in contrast with color of the leather attracts with
pattern of rhythmic design.
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Combining the magnificence of the Pyramids of Keops with a spacious
and comfortable seating area, Keops transforms the waiting areas into
comfortable places.
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Display Your Success
Yo u c a n a l s o c a r r y t h e s u c c e s s y o u h a v e a c h i e v e d
throughout your business life to the decoration of your
office. It’s unthinkable than Keops, who has a single, double,
half-backed, or no-back choice with a strong, decisive and
glorious stance to organize your office around this idea.

PIET
Design:

ARTFUL DESIGN

‘

‘

A CHAIR WITH ECLECTIC DESIGN TO
SUIT EVERY OFFICE

252

Piet sofa designed with spirit of handmade piece, to be
different from ordinary items of mass production. This aspect
of design highlighted by fine craftsmanship and handpicked
quality material. We envisioned Piet to be a rarity chair in the
furniture collection of executive office.
Another reason why we selected eclectic design language
for Piet is to meet the exquisite demands of the executives.
Collecting means eclectic activity of bringing together
objects that share common features, but differ in style. Piet
created in unique form and style allowing matching it with
any assemblage of varied objects.
Interlocking geometric forms on the sides together with the
soft but shaped back cushions are the relics of the old times
in a modern expression. Piet series has one or two seater
options, offering sophisticated executives a finely made sofa
for welcoming their guests with style and comfort
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Bold, Graceful, Visionary
Piet offers different forms, languages and
details unified in style; it also resembles
spaces that are furnished with pieces
c a re f u l ly c o l l e c t e d t o g e t h e r o v e r a
long period of time. This furniture can
make you feel special and important.
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DEM

CÜNEYT ARA

‘

‘

Interior Designer

AN ATRACTIVE, UNPRETENTIOUS,
‘MATURE’ SOFA

256

The source of inspiration for Dem is the popular rush
chairs of Anatolia. I applied the narrowing ‘V’ shape of
the seat to Dem as a seat cushion. I wanted to design
a product that combines a familiar, local object of this
land with the needs of the modern world.
Dem has a pure design, no extras. It has just the right
combination, no more, no less, a fine ‘maturity’. It is
a chair with an authentic form, and plain and solution
oriented function.
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Dem is for People Who Like to Furnish Their
Offices with a Minimalist Taste

Dem is a convenient and comfortable seating group with its simplicity and unique form...

Dem, which allows you to create a compatible
environment with single, double and triple
seats, adds elegance to offices with its wide
color scale. Supports plain attitude with straight
back and sides which covers elegant cushions.
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Dem is a solution-oriented waiting group with its single, double, triple sitting and rich color alternatives.
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ARMCHAIRS

Bliss, Throne, Nest, Fusion, Onyx

261

ARMCHAIRS

BLISS
ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ
Industrial Designer

DUYGU ASLANEL
Industrial Designer

‘

‘

THE PERFECT & LIVELY
COMPLEMANTARY OF
YOUR OFFICE

262

Bliss is designed as a seating unit to bring comfort to the
common areas of an office. lts geometric form builds a pure
and modest language while maximizing comfort with soft
and curvy inner surface. Detailed with the awareness of
the significance of aesthetic in every sense, Bliss is the
essential complement of the modern, young and dynamic
offices.
The semicircular shape offers a wide space of sitting
and the swelling structure at the seat back enhances the
comfort level where the leather wraps the outside of the
body creates a sense of belonging. The coffee tables with
wood or metal leg are perfect complements of the product
family.
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Bliss adds warmth to the
environment with its form
and finishing details.
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Comfort and Aesthetic Together
Bliss transforms working areas into home
comfort and elegance with its wide sitting
space, wooden legs and felt upholstery.

THRONE
DUYGU ASLANEL
Industrial Designer

UTKAN KIZILTUĞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

IMAGINE A CORNER IN THE OFFICE
THAT BELONGS ONLY TO YOU

266

Present day offices are becoming open work-spaces where people
interact a lot and most of the time work together. While offices
turn into collective and open places, workers need for private
spaces where they can get away from the hectic rhythm to think
and to relax is increasing.
Throne is designed by embracing this new office culture and
it presents the need of privacy in an elegant and comfortable
language. The body of the chair expands towards the top and
has a fluid and curvy form. The outer shell defines a space for
relaxation. This place isolates user from the outer space visually
and acoustically. All of the different parts, like the seat with
highlighted sewing lines, the armrests and the shell complete
each other in a dynamic and coherent way and compose a visual
unity. Throne offers a unique comfort during the short times when
we can get away from the chaos of the office life.
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Throne, reflects warmth to
environment with new felt
colours and stitch details.
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NEST
CÜNEYT ARA
Interior Designer

‘

‘

CREATED FOR CONTEMPORAY OFFICES:
A NATURAL LOOK AND
COMFORTABLE STRUCTURE

270

Furniture is part of our lives and it forms our living
environment. Comparable to the living organisms,
the pieces of the furniture are esthetically adapting to
their habitat.
Nest is designed with this idea in mind and carries
authentic aesthetics in every detail we see and
feel. Organic structure of the product offers a great
comfort to your body.
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FUSION

Interior Designer

‘

‘

CÜNEYT ARA

ACTION AND TRANQUILITY

274

I always wanted to make a chair that would be very
different and this is how I come up with Fusion. This piece
unites tranquility with contrasting dynamism of unique
details, it brings new and different aesthetics. The soft
touch in the dynamic structure gives user balance and
comfort.
Made with the first class materials Fusion is a chair
unlike any other; it is elite, aesthetic and unusual.
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ONYX

Interior Designer

‘

‘

CÜNEYT ARA

LIKE A PIECE FROM NATURE

278

I designed Onyx with entirely pure lines, a chair that would
easily suit to any environment. The use of natural materials
like leather and felt gives Onyx a touch of nature. Pure and
appealing lines of this design instantly change the routine
office atmosphere and bring the breeze of joy.
Most wanted quality of Onyx is the comfort provides to users
during the long meetings. This chair completes your body.
The connection of the armrests with the back part of the
chair creates circular seating form supporting your back.
Onyx is the symbol of comfort and nature, its eye pleasing
form easily fits to office furnishing.
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LOBBY WAITING

Hexa, Pick, Sam , Dem Saloon,
Keops Divan, Zoom
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LOBBY
WAITING

FATİH ASLANTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

SIMPLE GEOMETRY AND
MODULAR FLEXIBILITY

282

We see that waiting group furnitures which are mostly
used in corporation’s reception and public areas,
began to be used in the open offices as well.
When we begin to design Hexa, we wanted it to
have a wide usage areas, appeals multi users
and fully meets all needs. Owing to its modular
structure it easily fits to different areas with different
combinations. Hexa is a product which responds the
needs of its user and the environment.
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PICK

ELA ALDIKAÇTI
Industrial Designer

‘

‘

ENERGIC AND
EXCITING

288

Pick is a complementary unit of waiting areas
and modern offices with its modular structure,
alternative color and material options. The waiting
area is the first place where the companies shared
its character with the guests, therefore, Pick
provides a pleasant waiting time for its users with
its eye-catching and coherent structure. It also
provides solutions in the office to create area for
resting, relaxing and socializing individually or in
groups.
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293

SAM
ECE YALIM
Industrial Designer

OĞUZ YALIM

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

PAST AND FUTURE PRESENTED IN
A PERFECT CRAFTSMANSHIP

294

We designed Sam as the reflection of refined taste. We chose
different references from different stories for its form and
material. The massive wooden arms of Sam resemble the
walking stick of an aristocrat. We wanted user to feel the
warmth of the wood and the perfection of craftsmanship.
The details of the arms are a nostalgic touch to a modern look.
The modern approach we developed while designing Sam shows
itself in the authentic back panels and capacity to place units side
by side or back to back. The look of Sam reminds us of 1950s,
but its functional details and clear lines belong to the modern
world. It creates a balance between the past and the present and
delivers a very different atmosphere to the waiting areas. Sam is
a sophisticated product with dominant spirit in the design.
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DEM SALOON

CÜNEYT ARA

‘

‘

Interior Designer

SMALL DETAILS MAKE
BIG DIFFERENCE

300

I stated design of the Dem sofa to be ‘‘just the right
combination, no more, no less’’. This feeling is true
for Dem Saloon as well. I adopted Dem to provide
aesthetics to the waiting areas and as a result
comfortable series of Dem Saloon was born.
Dem’s unique ‘‘V’’ design is kept in Dem Saloon,
we used high quality wood to make it a prestigious
product and it became a smart solution for those
who plan an elite environment.
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K E O P S S O FA
ARİF AKILLILAR
Industrial Designer

ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

KEOPS, EXPRESSION OF
COMFORT AND PRESTIGE

304

Keops takes its name and inspiration from one
the Seven Wonders of the World, it is a glory and
prestige of the Pyramid combined with comfort.
This spectacular member of the seating series
brings new dimension to the waiting areas of the
prestige offices.
We wanted it to be as magnificent as the Pyramids,
so we gave it a large seating space. The details
of patterns at the back and the seat of the sofa
highlight elegance and distinguished image of
executive office. The sharp form inspired by
Pyramids evolves into expression of comfort and
prestige. Keops Divan is the result of a meticulous
work and it will carry the mark of your prestige to
the office.
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ZOOM
ECE YALIM
Industrial Designer

OĞUZ YALIM

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

A FAVORITE OF THE HIGH
CIRCULATION AREAS

308

We imagined that Zoom would have a fast interaction with users
in waiting areas. The basic form is pretty familiar, we designed
it as a chain of stools. This perception of short-term use makes
it easy to move over and gives sense of mobility to the product.
Zoom designed without a back panel, this feature makes it easy
for users to communicate with each other.
The thick sectioned metal material provides the strength and
durability expected of multiple users’ product, whereas the
solid wood attachments give this furniture a light feel. Wood
accessories easily blend with the rest of the furniture and
deliver attractive and likeable look. Geometric form with soft
transition used in the sitting areas is a prompt reference to
comfort. Series come with selection of the various materials
and colors for the seating, the textile cover option is framed
to reduce the wear of material. Anticipating the quick wear
off in the public areas the seat cover is suitable for frequent
replacement.
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POUFS

Connect , Nar

313

POUFS

CONNECT
DUYGU ASLANEL
Industrial Designer

ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ
Industrial Designer

‘

‘

CONNECT, A STYLISTIC SOLUTION
TO INCREASE COMMUNICATION IN
THE OFFICE

314

Offices, employees and the ways we work are changing
in parallel to the fast changes in our lives. In the
communication era we are living, with variety of new
tools and gadgets the business culture became fast and
dynamic too.
We developed Connect to be the furniture of the new
office culture, our target was to create spaces that
would motivate people to come together, to communicate.
Units of the series can be increased in number, integrated
and arranged to form different set up, offering flexible
solutions and encouraging interaction in the office.
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Connect has a wide variety of parts, as each office has its own culture,
and formed with different people working together for a common goal.
With these parts which are meaningful individually, many different
compositions are created according to the user’s preference. The
Connect puff series underlines the concept of “diversity” with color,
material and module alternatives.
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NAR

CÜNEYT ARA

‘

‘

Interior Designer

NAR: A MUST FOR
DYNAMIC OFFICES

318

I designed Nar to bring dynamism to the waiting
areas of the modern offices. It is composition
of many pieces coming together to create
harmonious spaces, this character became the
basis of the conceptual and visual approach of
the product.
The plain, cylindrical body together with
the linear metal structure and comfortable
upholstery creates rich and colorful palette
of the different elements. The fluid, linear
language of Nar conveys dynamism to high
circulation areas.
Nar is born from the need of interpreting
comfort and aesthetics together for the waiting
areas. With its colorful appearance and mobile
use it brings dynamism to your office.
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Comfort and Harmony
The contrasting visual value of the product
comes from the harmonious use of the
hard metal surfaces with soft and warm
seats. You can use these stools everywhere
in your office as a complementary feature.

AIRPORT

Port

321

AIRPORT

PORT
SÜHA SÜZEN
Industrial Designer

ARİF AKILLILAR

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

EVERY DETAIL IS COVERED
FOR LONG TERM USE

322

Durability comes first when product is designed for high circulation
areas such as airports. Design of the Port on the innovative industrial
platform of Bürotime gave us combination of high technology with
durable materials and formed a truly strong product.
Besides superior technological qualities, we wanted Port to be a
distinctive unit. Sharp and clear lines finishing its modern look make it
noticeable every time and everywhere.
This product adds to the value of the space, and of course a product
like this cannot be imagined without ergonomic details. Leather cover
cushions and connection parts, also serving as side tables, satisfy the
needs of the users who spend long hours at the airports. Every line
and technical feature in this design contributes to the product identity
and provides user’s comfort.
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A Design with Multiple Options for the
Never Ending High Circulation Areas
The design of Port offers optimum comfort at the airports, train and subway
stations or shopping malls where people are looking for a place to rest. It
visually blends into the space where it is placed. Wood veneer option makes
it suitable for different environments and thanks to its special connection
system the number of chairs can be increased if needed. Although it is the
product of a high technological design the maintenance of Port is very easy.
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C O F F E E TA B L E

Bug, Neat, Bliss
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COFFEE TABLE

BUG

FATİH ASLANTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

FITS TO DIFFERENT
OFFICE ENVIRONMENTS

328

Bug has a wide range product family with seperate
standout wooden legs and alternative table size
options. Bug which creates a natural and warm
atmosphere in the environment with solid wood
foot detail and organic lines, has a design that can
provide solution to different office environments with
alternative color and material options.
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N E AT
DUYGU ASLANEL
Industrial Designer

ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

NEAT: SIMPLICITY AND
ELEGANCE TOGETHER

332

In offices common spaces are as important as the
work areas. We designed Neat coffee table to be
used together with sofa groups. The simple elegance
of the Neat coffee table complements the modern
look of the office.
Neat embodies a strong impression combined with
refined look. Smart legs design offers different
solutions depending on the changing needs of the
user. The rich range of the product family with plain
and elegant style will satisfy all your needs in the
office.
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BLISS
DUYGU ASLANEL
Industrial Designer

ÖZGE ÇAĞLA AKTAŞ

‘

‘

Industrial Designer

COMPLEMENT OF MODERN
AND DYNAMIC WORK SPACES

336

Bliss coffee table series, distinguished with its
modern and innovative style, was designed as a
complement to the new generation of modern
working spaces.
While different slab alternatives made of glass,
leather and melamine emphasized simple design
language, its adjustable height options that enable
various usage scenarios in offices offer a sense of
comfort and belonging together.
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C O AT R A C K S

Bamboo, Flower, Bend, Flow
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COAT RACKS

BAMBOO
PETER VAN DE WATER

Bamboo hangers which have simple design
language, soft tone colors, and adjustable
hooks create a visual distinction in single
use while looks like a real bamboo fence in
multiple use .
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FLOWER
ROBERT BRONWASSER

Flower is bright answer to the small daily
needs of the office. The range presented
in wide selection of colors, available in
anthracite, sand and orange, it has cast iron
stand, steel pipe body and plastic injection
hanger. It is a durable product with a minimal
design.
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BEND
PETER VAN DE WATER
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Bended sheet metal create original
and modern look. Bend series made
of polished aluminum hangers and
electrostatic powder coated carriers,
it is available in white, anthracite and
yellow color.

FLOW
MARLEEN VALSTAR
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Made of cast iron stand, bended metal
hanger and chrome-steel profile body,
Flow has a simple visual style that fits
every decor. It comes in one color and
has two models:
Flow Square and Flow Large.
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STORAGE SYSTEMS

Link, Cabinets, Pedestals

351

STORAGE
SYSTEMS

LINK

Industrial Designer
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LINK, YOUR OFFICE ASSISTANT
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Sufficient storage space is essential for the
office. Orderly and easy accessible storing
makes daily work easier and increases
the efficiency in the office. I designed Link
storage units to form neat and pleasant work
areas. Together with efficient and organized
details of the internal arrangements, I tried
to deliver this unit in a simple and balanced
visual language. I blended together contrast
features of round and sharp corners, thin
and thick lines. This esthetic language can be
detected in every product of the Link series.
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LINK
Link series offers a number of solutions
for office space with high cabinets
that solve the problem of archiving,
s h e lv i n g ca b i n e ts , p a r t i t i o n i n g
cabinets and mobile storage units .
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CABINETS

M U LT I P U R P O S E
CABINETS
It offers infinite combination possibilities with cabinet,
d o o r, s h e l f a n d d r a w e r d e t a i l s t h a t a re s h a p e d
according to different usage scenarios ranging from
manager rooms to open areas in the office area.
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P E D E S TA L S
All of the pedestal casings are produced
with a robust and long-lasting sandwich
system, which is also widely used in Europe.
In the pedestal, there are plastic casings that
can be used as an organizer of the card index
carrier, partitioning or stationary materials
storing which varies according to the
needs. The pedestals whose functionality
changed according to the use of office
such as mobile, high and desk side, will be
indispensable assistant of the employees.
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Bürotime reserves the right to change the design and color of the products
Printed colors may not match the actual colors of the products.
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